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Multifractal properties of the invariant densities of correlated random maps are analyzed. It is
proven that within the thermodynamical formalism phase transitions for finite correlations may be
due to transients. For systems with infinite correlations we show analytically that phase transitions
can occur as a consequence of localization-delocalization transitions of relevant eigenfunctions.
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1. Introduction

Random maps, widely known as iterated function
systems (IFS) [1], arise in many physical systems. Ex
amples are Ising chains in random fields [2], variants
of the Anderson model [3], prediction problems [4],
and learning in neural nets [5]. A second motivation
for the study of such systems comes from nonlinear
dynamics in so far as one directly defines the symbolic
dynamics, and thus circumvents the often difficult task
of finding a good symbolic representation.

2. Correlated Random Maps, Multifractals,
and their Generation with Stochastic Automata

A text book example of the connection between
random maps and multifractals is the binomial multi
plicative measure [6]. This multifractal measure may
be viewed as the (integrated) invariant density of an
associated IFS, where with probability p one iterates
with map f 0{xt) i.e. xt +l = f 0(xt) = xt/2, and with
probability 1—p one iterates with / x(xf) = xt/2 +1/2.
The generated multifractal is fully characterized by
the allowed sequences of maps, for convenience coded
as symbol sequence
S2 ... SN with S, e {0,1}, and
the corresponding probabilities p(S1S2 ... SN), N ar
bitrary. For the binomial measure all possible symbol
sequences are also allowed sequences, and the associ
ated probability measure is simply ps(l —p)N~s with s
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being the number of zeros in a symbol string of length
N. This probability measure expresses the fact that in
this special case the maps / 0 and
are applied ran
domly in an uncorrelated manner. In the following we
consider cases where the probabilities p(Sl S2 ... SN)
are ruled by Markov processes with memory of length
M (representable as finite automaton), including the
limiting cases of M -*■oo (infinite automaton).
In a multifractal analysis one considers “partition
sums” of the form Z q(N) = 'Zpq{S1S2 ... SN), where
the summation is over all allowed symbol sequences of
length N. In the limit N -*■oo they grow typically expo
nentially with N. i.e. Z q(N ) ~ exp [N x (g)], where x (g)
is related to the generalized entropies K q by x(q)
= (1 —q) K q [7]. In the case of equal contraction ratios
a of the maps (for the multiplicative binomial measure
a = 1/2) t (q), the Legendre transform of the / (a) spec
trum [8], is proportional to x(q) [9]. In the following
we consider only this univariate case and therefore
may for simplicity set x (q) = —z (q) (corresponding to
a = 1/e). With this convention z(q) of the binomial
measure simply reads T(q) = —ln [pq + (1 —p)q]. A
general finite stochastic automaton is defined [10] by
the transition matrices P (S), with S an element of the
alphabet £. A matrix element pkt(S), k, I = 1 , n is
the probability for making a transition from node k to
node / of the automaton consisting of n nodes, and
thereby emitting the symbol S. The transition matrix
P=
P (S) is a stochastic matrix. The probability for
generating a symbol sequence Sl S2 ...S N is given by
p(Si S2 ... SN) = nP(Sl)P(S2) ... P(SN)rj, where n is
the «-dimensional vector of the initial probability dis
tribution over the nodes, and rj = (1,1,_, 1) provides
a summation over all nodes. In this general case
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Z q(N), t ( q), etc. cannot be calculated analytically for
all q. For Markov automata, however, a reduction to
an eigenvalue problem is possible: In this case one has
a one-to-one correspondence between path and sym
bol sequence, and the sum over all symbol sequences
of length N can be evaluated. One obtains Z q(N)
= nPqNr] with [Pq]kl = £ s[pk,(S)]«. For
oo the
maximal eigenvalue Amax(q) of Pq dominates, resulting
in t (q) = —In [/.max(q)]. This situation is quite analoguous to the calculation of the topological pressure
from a Markov partition for hyperbolic dynamical
systems (see e.g. [11]).

3. Phase Transitions
In analogy to statistical thermodynamics, phase
transitions are defined as non-analycities in the q-de
pendence of i{q) [12]. Since the matrix Pq is non-negative and finite for finite M, the Perron-Frobenius the
orem [13] applies. This means that for an ergodic,
non-cyclic Markov process the usual transition ma
trix Pq= 1, and thus also Pq, is irreducible. Therefore
'“max(q) is simple and also the largest in absolute value.
It is known that its dependence on q is analytic and
therefore for finite q no phase transitions are possible.
This is in full analogy to the absence of phase transi
tions in 1—d Ising spin chains with short-range inter
actions, where these arguments apply to the transfer
matrix. Thus one is left with two possibilities to avoid
the consequences of Perron-Frobenius and to find
phase transitions: Firstly, non-ergodic Markov chains
corresponding to non-ergodic finite automata (er
godic, cyclic processes are not treated here), and se
condly, infinite automata or processes with infinite
memory.

element is a rectangular null matrix. Physically, A
describes transitions within the transient part, Bqtran
sitions within the ergodic part, and Rq transitions
from the transient to the ergodic part of the Markov
automaton. A consequence of this form is that the
eigenvalue problem decomposes into two indepen
dent problems since det (Pq —k E) = det (Aq—k EA)
• det(Bq —kEB). Here E, EA, and EB are n-, nA-, and
nB-dimensional unit matrices, respectively. Thus a
crossing of the maximal eigenvalues of Aq and Bq be
comes possible, with the result that kmax{q) is nonanalytic near the crossing at qc. In the following we
prove that such mechanisms for phase transitions are
realized very easily: Assume that the states in the tran
sient and in the ergodic part of the automaton are
each fully connected, i.e. Aq and Bq contain only non
zero entries. Then it follows that all elements of
Aq=0 and Bq=0 are equal to one. Therefore their max
imal eigenvalues are nA and nB. On the other hand,
the matrix Bq= l is stochastic since Pq= l is stochastic,
and Aq= l is substochastic since Rq contains non-zero
elements. This means that kmax(Bq= 1) = \, whereas
4 .a x K = i)<l- For nA > nB we thus get kmax(Aq= 1)
<^max(ß, =i) and xmax( ^ =0) >^max(^«=o)- And,
since both maximal eigenvalues are continuous func
tions of q, they have to cross at some value qc with
0 < <7C<1. Further, two curves typically intersect
transversally, which means that the derivative of
kmax(q) and x(q) is discontinuous at qc. Thus the ob
tained phase transition is generically of first order. We
remark that based on the known bounds for the max
imal eigenvalues of non-negative matrices [13], and
with a similar reasoning as above, one can formulate
more general sufficient conditions for the existence
(and also for the non-existence) of such phase transi
tions.

b) Infinite Automata
a) Non-Ergodic Finite Automata
In the following we briefly show that in this case,
which physically corresponds to transient behaviour,
one can get phase transitions which are typically of
first order. In contrast to the ergodic case, Pq is now
reducible. Thus [13] there exists a renumbering of the
states such that the matrix Pq becomes a generalized
triangular matrix consisting of two square matrizes Aq
and Bq (nA x nA and nBxnB, with nA+ nB = n) as diag
onal elements, and a rectangular matrix Rq(nA x nB) as
upper off-diagonal element. The lower off-diagonal

In order to understand possible mechanisms for
phase transitions in iterated function systems and
fractals with infinite correlations in their hierarchy, we
consider in the following one of the simplest infinite
automata which generates such correlations. It con
sists of a semi-infinite chain of states or nodes Aif
1= l, 2, 3, ...,oo with transitions only between the
nearest neighbour nodes. Specifically, a symbol “1” is
generated during transitions from states Ak to Ak+1
with probability p (for k ^ l) , and with probability
1 - p a symbol “0” is emitted in transitions from Ak to
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Ak _ x, k > 2. At node At with certainty (p = 1) a transi
tion with symbol “1” is made to node A2. Without the
generation of symbols the defined automaton is sim
ply a model for a discrete random walk with a re
flecting barrier. The latter model is fully solvable, i.e.
eigenvalues and the corresponding left and right
eigenvectors of the transition matrix P are known [14].
As a consequence, the mutifractal properties of the
generated fractal can also be calculated exactly.
Let us assume for simplicity that the initial proba
bility distribution is concentrated on the state A Y.
With the knowledge of this initial state we have again
a one-to-one correspondence between symbol se
quences and state sequences. Thus, as in the finite
memory case there is only one product of transition
probabilities which for a given symbol combination of
length N contributes to the partition sum Z q(N ). This
again allows the summation over symbol sequences
and one obtains Z q(N) = nPq r\
N, where Pq is now an
infinite matrix with elements [Pq]i2 = lAPq]k,k+i = Pq>
[Pq]k,k - 1= (1 —P)q> f°r fc^ 2, and zero otherwise.
Pq= l is just the one-step propagator P of the ran
dom walk. The infinite vectors n = (1,0,0,...) and
rjN= (1,1,..., 1,0, 0,...), with the first N +1 entries
equal to one, reflect the above initial condition and the
fact that only up to N +1 nodes can be reached by
emitting N symbols. Unfortunately, due to the AT-dependence of rjN one cannot conclude, as in the Marko
vian case, that simply /lmax(q), the maximal eigenvalue
of Pq, determines the asymptotic growth of Z q(N).
Effectively one deals with a matrix which grows with
N. In extending Kac’s method [14] to q #1, we calcu
lated eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Pq, inserted the
spectral decomposition of this matrix into the expres
sion for Z q(N), and with an asymptotic analysis we
obtained the growth exponent r. It turns out that
depending on q and the probability p, one gets 3 differ
ent forms for z(q):

dW

2

\ l- p q

Tbte) = - ln (2 )- j ln(P(1 _ P)).

(1)

T({q) = -\n{pq + (\-p)q),
where the indices d, b, and f stand for discrete, band
edge, and free random walk, respectively. In Fig. 1 the
resulting t (q) for p = 0.25 is depicted. For —o o < q < 0
the form r{(q) is valid, in the interval 0 < q < q * =
ln(l/2)/ln(p) one finds x{q) = t b(q), and for q > q* we

f
T(q)

Fig. 1. r (q) for the random walk model with p = 1/4: The
domains of analyticity are separated by two second order
phase transition points at q = 0 and q* = 0.5, respectively.
The “free” behaviour for q < 0 is the same as for the binomial
multiplicative measure.

Fig. 2. The spectrum X(q) of the generalized propagator Pq.
The merging of the discrete eigenvalue with the band at
q* = 0.5 causes a second order phase transition (see Figure 1).

obtain x(q) = xd(q). At the critical points q = 0 and
q = q* the function x(q) varies continuously with a
jump in the second derivative, and we therefore find
two second order phase transitions. The transition at
q* can be understood by a change in the nature of the
spectrum of Pq. This is shown in Fig. 2 as function of
q: For q < q * the spectrum is absolutely continuous,
we have a band of eigenvalues. In the regime q > q*
there exists in addition a discrete eigenvalue outside
the band and therefore of maximal modulus. This is
also found by a calculation of the density of states
through a continued fraction expansion of the corre
sponding Green’s function (see e.g. [15]). It turns out
that in both cases / max of Pq determines t(^): In one
case it is the band edge, in the other it is the discrete
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eigenvalue, and the phase transition is due to the
merging of both. The physical origin of this transi
tion can be understood as follows: By a look at the
matrix Pqone recognizes that lowering q for fixed p has
a similar effect as enhancing p for fixed q. Fix q at
q = 1, then for p < 1/2 there exists near the origin A x
an exponentially decaying stationary distribution in
the random walk problem, the left eigenfunction of
P = Pq= i corresponding to the isolated eigenvalue
/ max= 1 (a surface state in the language of related solid
state problems [15]). As p is enhanced across p = 1/2
the random walker drifts in a diffusive way to infinity,
an equilibrium distribution no longer exists, and cor
respondingly the state with eigenvalue / max, and also
all other eigenfunctions (of the appropriately sym
metrized Pq) are extended. It is this kind of transition
which occurs by lowering q across q*, which is there
fore properly called a localization-delocalization
transition. The meaning of the localized state is best
seen for q-* oo, where the form of i d (g->-oo) reflects
that the most probable path is a cycle between states
A 1 and A2. The second transition at q = 0 can no
longer be understood solely in terms of the spectrum,
since for q < 0 the effect of r/Nbecomes relevant. How
ever, the fact that for q < 0 the form of x(q) is that of
the free chain without barrier is intuitively clear: Neg
ative q's probe improbable paths in the automaton,
and for p < 1/2 these are provided by paths going to
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